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Abstract

Languages can respond to external events in
various ways - the creation of new words or
named entities, additional senses might develop
for already existing words or the valence of
words can change. In this work, we explore
the semantic shift of the Dutch words “natie”
(“nation”), “volk” (“people”) and “vaderland”
(“fatherland”) over a period that is known for
the rise of nationalism in Europe: 1700-1880
(Jensen, 2016). The semantic change is mea-
sured by means of Dynamic Bernoulli Word
Embeddings (Rudolph and Blei, 2018) which
allow for comparison between word embed-
dings over different time slices. The word em-
beddings were generated based on Dutch fic-
tion literature divided over different decades.
From the analysis of the absolute drifts, it ap-
pears that the word “natie” underwent a rela-
tively small drift. However, the drifts of “vader-
land” and “volk” show multiple peaks, culmi-
nating around the turn of the nineteenth cen-
tury. To verify whether this semantic change
can indeed be attributed to nationalistic move-
ments, a detailed analysis of the nearest neigh-
bours of the target words is provided. From
the analysis, it appears that “natie”, “volk”
and “vaderland” became more nationalistically-
loaded over time.

1 Introduction

The nineteenth century is often characterized as the
era of modernity and nationalism (Leerssen, 2006;
Hobsbawm, 2012; Jensen, 2016; Gellner, 1983).
However, the development of the modernist mind-
set did not happen overnight. Brunner et al. (1972)
call this cultural transition period from the early
modern period to the modern period the Sattelzeit
or saddle period. In this period, from roughly 1750
to 1850, the reading public expanded, people be-
came used to thinking about the past and the future,
ideologies such as nationalism arose, and abstract
concepts became more politically applicable.

This paper aims to contribute to the study of the
development of the cultural thought of nationalism
during the Sattelzeit in Dutch society by research-
ing fiction literature from 1700 to 1880. By employ-
ing a dynamic word embedding model we examine
whether the (literary) contexts of three target words
“natie” (“nation”), “volk” (“people”) and “vader-
land” (“fatherland”) have changed over the course
of the eighteenth century and nineteenth century.
The dynamic word embedding model allows us to
measure to what extent the contexts might have
changed by quantifying the semantic drift leverag-
ing the target words’ embeddings. By doing so we
aim to establish whether there is indeed a measur-
able semantic change or drift that coincides with
the upcoming cultural and political thoughts of the
era.

2 Related Work

In history, studying how concepts have changed
over time is called Begriffsgeschichte or concep-
tual history. Influential in conceptual history are
the works from Kosselleck (2002), Foucault (1970)
and Skinner (2002). Van Sas (1999) studied differ-
ent representations of the Dutch nation by looking
at words expressing concepts related to national-
ism over the centuries, using political texts and
literature from the fifteenth century to 1940.

In the field of digital humanities, dynamic word
embeddings can be employed to measure how
words change over time. Word embeddings are
distributional representations of words constructed
based on their distribution in texts, i.e. these
embeddings quantify how often words co-occur
with other words in (preferably large) corpora.
This idea is based on the distributional hypothe-
sis, which presumes that the meaning of a word
can be derived from its linguistic context (Firth,
1957). Semantic representations can be learned us-
ing Natural Language Processing techniques, such
as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), that automat-
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ically learn associations by leveraging information
from large corpora. These distributional methods
have been proven suitable to capture (broad) se-
mantic changes in large generic corpora (Hamilton
et al., 2016; Kutuzov et al., 2018; Tahmasebi et al.,
2021). More recently, word embeddings have also
been used to investigate semantic shifts in histori-
cal contexts, e.g. shifts in gender bias in historical
newspapers (Wevers, 2019), changes in gender and
ethnic stereotypes (Garg et al., 2018), evolution of
concepts (Orlikowski et al., 2018), study of parlia-
mentary debates (Van Lange and Futselaar, 2018)
and others.

A practical difficulty with dynamic word em-
beddings arises when attempting to compare the
embeddings over different time periods. This prob-
lem is referred to as the alignment problem and
different solutions have been proposed (Di Carlo
et al., 2019; Hamilton et al., 2016). A second chal-
lenge, especially when dealing with historical data,
is the fact that large corpora are required to train
word embeddings (e.g. the model of Hamilton et al.
(2016) required a dataset of 100,000,000 words
per time slice). Kim et al. (2014), Bamler and
Mandt (2017), Yao et al. (2018) and Rudolph and
Blei (2018) proposed a dynamic word embedding
model for handling such sparse data.

For the current research we employ the Dynamic
Bernoulli Embedding model of (Rudolph and Blei,
2018). Rudolph and Blei (2018) demonstrated that
Dynamic Bernoulli Embeddings give good predic-
tive performance for time windows with sparse data.
Moreover, their method is able to capture changes
of rare words. Both Dynamic Filtering of Skip-
Gram and Dynamic Bernoulli Embedding are able
to detect drifts within very sparse datasets. How-
ever, the Dynamic Bernoulli Embedding has been
shown to keep words that do not change over time
more stable (Montariol and Allauzen, 2019). In
our experiments, we apply the Dynamic Bernoulli
Embedding model to Dutch literature to study the
semantic shift of words related to nationalism, with
the goal to contribute to the analysis of the histori-
cal discourse on nationalism.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Dataset
The data is retrieved from the Digital Library of
Dutch Language (DBNL)1 which contains thou-
sands of literary texts as well as secondary litera-

1https://www.dbnl.org/

ture and additional information (e.g. biographies
and portrayals) from The Netherlands and Belgium.
We limited the data collected to fiction, since these
works are more widespread than non-fiction and
given that the content of popular genres in the nine-
teenth century had nationalistic tendencies. The his-
torical novel romantically celebrated the nation’s
past, while the rustic novel and the realistic novel
showed their readers the social and moral represen-
tation of the nation (Rigney, 2020; Leerssen, 2020).
While rhyme and other stylistic specifics can have
an effect of the position and context of the target
words, poetry is also included since it is makes up
a large percentage of literary works in the DBNL.
This is in particular true for the earlier decades of
the time period of interest.

The final dataset compiled from DBNL consists
of 414 fiction books, such as prose, plays and youth
literature from the time period between 1700 and
1880. To capture change over time, the data is
sliced into bins per decade, based on their publica-
tion dates. The data is divided in a training (80%)
and a validation (20%) set.

3.2 Preprocessing Steps
We applied spelling normalization based on the
work by Braun (2002). Stop words were removed
using the NLTK package (Bird et al., 2009) and
the word frequency in texts from the target time pe-
riod (1700-1880). Additionally, words that are less
than two characters/numbers were pruned as well
as words occurring less than ten times in the docu-
ments. These steps ensure a compacter dictionary
for the model.

3.3 Dynamic Bernoulli Embeddings
We employ the Dynamic Bernoulli Embedding
model (Rudolph and Blei, 2018). Rudolph and Blei
(2018). This model is a type of exponential family
embeddings that captures sequential changes in the
data representations. It extends Bernoulli embed-
dings for text which provide a conditional model
for individual text entries to text data over time.
This model has a good predictive performance for
time windows with sparse data. It has been proven
that this model captures changes of (rare) words
while keeping words that do not change relatively
stable (Montariol and Allauzen, 2019). The num-
ber of passes over the data is ten, with an additional
first pass, or zeroth pass, where the embedding vec-
tor is trained on all the time slices, for initialization.
The dimension of the embeddings are set to 100,
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and the number of negative samples is set to 20.
These settings are based on the settings of Rudolph
and Blei (2018). After 100 mini batches, the posi-
tive likelihood (Lpos) is calculated on the validation
set and saved. The context size employed is six.

Model values
context size 6
passes over data 10 + 0th
dim. of embeddings 100
Hyperparameters values
minibatch 100, 300, 500
learning rate 0.2, 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002
drift 1, 5 and 10

Table 1: Model and hyperparameter settings that were
explored for the experiments (based on the optimal hy-
perparameters identified by Rudolph and Blei (2018))

The hyperparameters that need to be determined
are the batch size, the learning rate and the preci-
sion of the random drift. We limited the search for
optimal hyperparameters based on the experiments
described in Rudolph and Blei (2018). The model
is expensive to run, so for efficiency reasons, in-
stead of testing a combination of all the settings,
we first determine the optimal batch size, while
keeping the other hyperparameters on their default
setting. We keep the batch size setting that gives
the highest Lpos on the validation set, for compar-
ing different learning rates. This is repeated for
the last setting, the precision of the random drift.
Then, the model with the one with the highest Lpos
is chosen as the final model.

4 Results

The Dynamic Bernoulli Embedding models are
evaluated with the Bernoulli positive likelihood on
the validation set, or Lpos. This metric is used to
select the hyperparameter settings. The results of
the experiments are represented in Table 2.

In Table 3 the absolute drift of the target words
are given. The absolute drift is the metric used to
measure how much the context, or the usage of a
word changes over time. According to the final
model, the target word that has the largest abso-
lute drift and thus changed the most over time is
“volk” (0.1800), followed by “vaderland” (0.1128).
The target word “natie” shows the smallest abso-
lute drift (0.0644). As a reference frame, the word
with the largest absolute drift in our dataset is the
word “we” (informal form of the Dutch 1st per-

Minibatches Learning rate Drift Lpos val
100 0.002 1 -6854684

300

0.2 1 -11756400
0.02 1 -6560637

0.002 1 -6281450
0.002 5 -7143437
0.002 10 -6064922

0.0002 1 -7961574
500 0.002 1 -6287337

Table 2: Overview of hyperparameter settings that were
explored together with the Lpos on the validations set
for every setting.

son plural pronoun “wij”, “we” in English), with
an absolute drift of 0.3864. Looking at the posi-
tion of the words with the largest absolute drift,
the words “volk”, “vaderland”,“natie” are in the
157st, 882nd and 3711th place of a total of 61114
terms. We ought to note that many of the words
with large drifts are either words with old spelling
forms or names. First, words with old spelling have
a hight absolute drift since they go out of use in
later decades - their position in the word embedding
does only rely on the drifting prior mechanism. Al-
though we implemented a spelling normalization
step as a pre-processing step, not all spelling in-
consistencies were successfully corrected. Second,
names used in fictional literature are also among
the words with the largest drifts due to the fact
that they only appear in some books (and in some
decades).

Target Word Embedding
Mean absolute drift 0.0253
“natie” (“nation”) 0.0644
“volk” (“folk”) 0.1800
“vaderland” (“fatherland”) 0.1128

Table 3: Absolute drifts for the target words and
the mean absolute drift of all words

Figure 1 illustrates the drift of the target words
over the different time slices. This graph shows
that while “natie” has a small absolute drift, the
drift becomes a bit larger over time, but it stays
below the average drift of words.

The word “vaderland”shows three peaks in their
drift over time. The first peak coincides roughly
with the emergence of the word “vaderland” in
Dutch book titles (Kloek, 1999). The second peak
is around 1780, which is the decade of the politi-
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Figure 1: The drift of target words and neutral words,
in comparison to their position in the previous decade

cization of the Dutch enlightenment (Kloek, 1999).
The third peak of drift happens in the decade of
the Dutch constitutional reform of 1848 and the
revolutions in Europe of the same year.

Aside from the absolute drift and the drift over
time, the nearest neighbours of the target words in
the embedding of a specific time slice were ana-
lyzed. The nearest neighbors can be understood as
the word most often used in a similar context of the
target words, and are thus considered semantically
close according to the distributional hypothesis.
Due to the page-limit, we restrict ourselves to a
brief illustration of the nearest neighbors of the
word “vaderland”. We allude at some of the find-
ings we observed for the word “volk” and “natie”.

The word “volk” changes fast from the last quar-
ter of the eighteenth century onwards. The nearest
neighbors of “volk” in the earlier decades of the
eighteenth century are mainly related to biblical
themes. De Kruif (2001) explains that biblical lit-
erature was popular in the eighteenth century. The
interpretation of the word “volk” changes from
“people of Israel” towards the meaning of “peo-
ple as a mob” in later decades, which explains the
larger drift from the 1780s onwards.

For “vaderland”, the nearest neighbors are “ge-
boorteland” (“country of birth”) and “geboorte-
grond” (“place of birth”). Among the neighbors
are also some more affectionate words such as
“dierbare” (“dear”) and “dierbaarst” (“dearest”) and
“vrijgevochten” (“free-spirited”). Aside from that,
among the top 10 nearest neighbours, we can find
terms alluding at a fatherland’s past: “wapenroem”
(“fame of arms”), “onafhankelijkheid” (“indepen-
dence”), and, specific to the Dutch past, “bataven”
(“batavian(s)”). From 1780 onwards, the words
“nederland” (“The Netherlands”) and “vlaander-

land” (“Flanders”) are present in the top 10. We
give an example of the top 10 nearest neighbours
of the word “vaderland” in Table 4.

For “volk”, the word “oproerig” (“rebellious”)
is the nearest neighbor for every decade except the
last one. Other words like “oproer” (“rebellion”),
“muitziek” and “muitzucht” (“mutinious”) empha-
size the dangerous/negative connotation of “people”
(“people as a mob”). These words furthermore ap-
pear more frequently and get a higher position in
the top 10 nearest neighbors in the later decades.
“Natie” showed almost no variation over time, as
was expected by the low absolute drift. For “natie”,
many of its nearest neighbours across the different
time slices were words referring to institutions

While “natie” didn’t undergo a traceable seman-
tic shift according to the final mode, we never-
theless looked into the nearest neighbours over
the decades. “Handeldrijvende” (“trading”) is
the nearest neighbor in all decades, followed by
“naäpen” (“copying”, as in what a copycat does)
and “Nationaliteit” (“nationality”). Further down
the neighbouring words we encounter institutions
(universities (“universiteiten”), courts (“gerecht-
shoven”, “rechtbanken”), governments (“gouvern-
ments”), people’s government (“volksregering”),
and republic (“republiek”).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this study the emergence and development of
nationalism in Dutch culture is studied by looking
at the semantic change of the target words “natie”,
“volk” and “vaderland”. This is done by apply-
ing the Dynamic Bernoulli Model, proposed by
Rudolph and Blei (2018), to Dutch fiction litera-
ture between 1700-1880, during the emergence and
development of nation building and nationalism
(Gellner, 1983). Furthermore, through the analysis
of the nearest neighbours we show how the contex-
tual meaning of the target words changed. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first research that
uses Dynamic Bernoulli Embeddings to contribute
to an analysis of historical discourse, which in this
case is the debate on the origins and spread of na-
tionalism in the Netherlands. The results of this
study show that there are measurable changes in
the dynamic word embeddings of words related to
nationalism over the course of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century during a period that is known as
the Sattelzeit.

We want to acknowledge certain limitations of
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1760 1770 1780 1790 1800 1810
geboorteland geboorteland geboorteland geboorteland geboorteland geboorteland
geboortegrond volksbestaan volksbestaan volksbestaan geboortegrond geboortegrond
volksbestaan geboortegrond geboortegrond geboortegrond volksbestaan volksbestaan
dierbaarst dierbaarst dierbaarst dierbaarst dierbaarst dierbaar
eendrachtsband eendrachtsband eendrachtsband eendrachtsband dierbaar dierbaarst
vrijgevochten onafhanklijkheid vrijgevochten dierbaar eendrachtsband eendrachtsband
onafhanklijkheid vrijgevochten dierbaar onafhanklijkheid onafhanklijkheid onafhanklijkheid
wapenroem wapenroem bataven vrijgevochten vaderlande vaderlande
vaderlande bataven onafhanklijkheid bataven bataven vrijgevochten
roemvol dierbaar vlaanderland vlaanderland vlaanderland nederland

Table 4: Top 10 nearest neighbors for the target word “vaderland” for the time slice 1760 – 1810. The words
“vlaanderland” and “nederland” (marked in bold) start showing among the 10 nearest neighbors from 1780.

our study. The method we employed in our study
is sense-agnostic (e.g. homonyms) and works on
a vocabulary common to all the investigated time
slices, meaning that only words appearing in the
entire corpus can contribute to the analysis of the
target words. Additionally, historical sources often
employ a non-standardized spelling. Despite our
preprocessing to standardize the spelling using gen-
eral rules, it is possible that some variations have
been missed.

A more in-depth analysis of how semantic shifts
of words can reflect the development of nation
building, nationalism (or in general the arrival of
certain ideologies) is a research direction we aim to
further explore in future work. Future work could
also benefit from a more in-depth exploration of the
hyperparameter settings and their combinations.
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